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THERE AND BACK AGAIN: Abductions into Purgatory in Premodern Japan and China

Abstract
There are a number of ways in which a disembodied soul may venture into the under-

world. This articled focuses on early accounts in premodern Japanese and Chinese sources of 

underworld journeys in which a soul has been suddenly and involuntarily abducted, most 

often by demonic minions, and taken before King Yama, judge of the netherworld. Here the 

unfortunate soul either suffers gruesome punishment itself or is made to watch as deceased 

acquaintances and loved ones are mercilessly tortured before its very eyes. Kyōkai’s (?-early 

9th century) collection of miraculous tales, Nihon ryōiki, or Record of Miraculous Events in 

Japan, compiled sometime between 810 and 824, is Japan’s oldest such collection, and, consid-

ering its more popular appeal to a wider lay audience, lends special insight into early 

Japanese conceptions of the underworld. Kyōkai was influenced to some degree by a conti-

nental precursor, a similar sort of collection, entitled Mingbaoji, or Record of Miraculous 

Retribution, compiled by Tang Lin (c. 600-?) around the middle of the seventh century. Both 

collections contain more than a dozen accounts each of souls being abducted or otherwise 

escorted to the underworld. A comparison of these two collections reveals a number of strik-

ing differences, especially concerning the degree to which the underworld is envisioned as a 

bureaucratic organization. In short, Kyōkai presents a vision of the underworld that is at once 

(1) pluralistic, that is, eclectic, containing a number of heterogeneous elements drawn from 

varying East Asian traditions, (2) relatively non-bureaucratic or less strictly structured, at 

least when compared to Chinese accounts of the underworld, and (3) distinctly human (and 

sometimes even humane), insofar as Yama’s messengers are just as prone to blunders and 

susceptible to bribes as are we mortals.

As a means of making this discussion more stimulating to readers from different fields, 

serious efforts have been made to relate the accounts in these two collections to analogous 

accounts in sources from different historical periods and cultures: Bede’s Historia and the 

thirteenth-century St. Patrick’s Purgatory, among others. It is hoped that a broadly compara-

tive approach such as this will serve not only to foreground the salient features of the 

underworld as found in Nihon ryōiki, but also, consequently, provide scholars from other 

areas with new material in light of which they might creatively reevaluate culturally dispa-
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rate conceptions of the underworld.
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Prelude: The Woman Who Was Turned out of Hell

First, a song:

A dialogue I’ll tell ye as true as me life

Between a coal owner and a poor pitman’s wife.

As she was a travellin’ along the highway,

She met a coal owner and this she did say:

Derry down, down, down derry down.

“Good morning Lord Firedamp,” this woman she said,

“I’ll do ye no harm, sir, so don’t be afraid.

If ye’d been where I’ve been the most of me life,

Ye wouldn’t turn pale at a poor pitman’s wife!”

Derry down, down, down derry down.

“Then where do ye come from?” the owner he cries.

“I come from Hell,” the poor woman replies.

“If you come from Hell, then come tell me right plain

How you contrived to get out again?”

Derry down, down, down derry down.

“Aye, the way I got out, sir, the truth I will tell:

They’re turning the poor folks all out of Hell,

This to make room for the rich wicked race,

For there is a great number of them in that place.”

Derry down, down, down derry down.（１）
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This song, entitled “The Coal Owner and the Pitman’s Wife,” was apparently written by a 

certain William Hornsby (n.d.), a nineteenth-century collier in the Shotton Moor mines of 

County Durham, England, during the 1844 coalminers’ strike that took place in Durham and 

Northumberland.（２） Though not apparent until the third stanza, this song purports to be an 

account of a dialogue between a coal owner and the ghost of a deceased woman, the wife of a 

(likely also deceased) coal miner. Lord Firedamp refers pejoratively to the coal owner̶fire-

damp being a mixture of gases, predominantly methane, that form naturally within poorly 

ventilated coalmines, and which, when exposed suddenly to air, may explode, leading, as during 

the case of the 1844 strike, to many coalminer deaths. This Lord Firedamp, therefore, is imme-

diately put forward as a caricature of the evil, covetous, wealthy coal owner who cares nothing 

for the physical, mental, or spiritual well-being of his colliers. The ghost of the collier’s wife is 

seen wandering along an unnamed highway, much in the manner of a disembodied and forlorn 

wandering spirit in Japanese tales of the fantastic. Whether or not this coal owner had known 

the woman in life is uncertain. The manner of her appearance here̶whether she came forth 

as a ghastly apparition, a bloody corpse, or under some other equally frightful guise̶is like-

wise left unrevealed. That the coal owner is visibly frightened upon seeing her, however, 

smacks of the supernatural. The poor woman, according to her own account, has recently wan-

dered out̶rather, she has been kicked out̶of Hell, in order that more room might thereby be 

found for the “rich wicked race” of unscrupulous coal owners and, we ought to infer, the entire 

brood of incorrigible, rapacious capitalists. Hell is near bursting with these folks, and, so contin-

ues the song, the whole crew of coal owners is “next on command,” due to be taken down any 

time soon. This song, at least in MacColl’s rendition, ends with a general warning aimed at all 

coal owners, past, present, and future:

If you be a coal owner, sir, take my advice:

Agree with your men and give them a full price.

For if’n you do not, I know very well,

You’ll be in great danger of going to Hell.

Derry down, down, down derry down.

It is not clear who is speaking here, the deceased woman, the (reformed?) coal owner, or the 

narrator of this dialogue. Whatever the case, the message is clear: wealthy coal owners ought 

to deal humanely with their pitmen, lest they be dragged down to the flaming pits of Hell. That 
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this message should be delivered to the coal owner first-hand by the ghost of a deceased mor-

tal, and one̶for undisclosed reasons̶originally condemned to the pits of Hell, is at once 

frightening and morbidly humorous.

1.  Nihon ryōiki: Substituting One Soul for Another

Souls, so goes the doctrine, are not wont to come back from Hell. In like manner, common 

sense tells us that people, once dead, are not supposed to come back to life in the flesh. Popular 

belief, however, is often at odds with both religious doctrine and common sense. About one 

century before “The Coal Owner and the Pitman’s Wife,” a Japanese scholar by the name of 

Matsuzaki Kanran 松崎観瀾 (1682-1753) published a collection of short anecdotes on miscella-

neous subjects entitled Mado no susami 窓のすさみ (Window musings, 1724).（３） One entry, in 

particular, is of special interest to our present discussion:

Since ancient times, there has been a tradition of the dead returning to life after three 

days. When a servant girl in a certain house died in an epidemic, she was put in the 

usual barrel and taken to the temple, but because rain made it difficult to dig a grave 

for her, the barrel was left in a closet for the time being. The next day, someone wear-

ing a white coat [that is, customary burial raiment] came staggering out to the altar 

[within the temple grounds], sending the young acolytes fleeing in surprise.（４）

The chief priest of the temple is then called in to make an investigation of the situation, where-

upon it is discovered that the girl had, much like Poe’s Ligeia, miraculously revived, pushed the 

lid off of the barrel, and made her reappearance among the living. She recovered after eating 

some food and, considering her head had already been shaved in accordance with the custom-

ary funerary rites of the day, she decided to take the tonsure officially and became a nun. 

Unlike the narrator of “The Coal Owner and the Pitman’s Wife,” Kanran does not draw any 

moral lesson from this account, leaving us with the matter-of-fact statement: “There are many 

cases of this sort, which one hears from time to time.” As a reading of other entries in Mado no 

susami will reveal, this is characteristic of Kanran’s approach: his is the cool, rationalistic, objec-

tive eye of a journalist. He was, by vocation, a Confucian scholar, and as such, was expected to 

maintain a degree of critical distance from his subject-matter. After all, Confucius himself was 

supposed to have shied away from talking about “anomalies, prodigies, disorder, [and] spirits.”（５） 

Kanran was only behaving after the manner of a good, orthodox Confucian.
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The numerous cases of people coming back from the dead, often after precisely three days, 

and about which Kanran and his contemporaries evidently heard from time to time, had been 

transmitted and widely circulated throughout Japan since the seventh century, primarily in the 

form of collections of miraculous tales (reigentan 霊験譚) of a distinctly Buddhist turn. The ear-

liest extant example of such a collection, at least in regards to those authored within the 

Japanese archipelago, as opposed to those imported from China and Korea, is Nihon ryōiki 日本

霊異記 (Record of Miraculous Events in Japan, c. 810-824), compiled by a Japanese monk by the 

name of Kyōkai 景戒 (alt. Keikai, ?-early 9th century).（６） Unfortunately, next to nothing is known 

about the life of Kyōkai, save that he was a monk who belonged to Yakushiji Temple 薬師寺, 

located in modern-day Nara City, Nara Prefecture. Furthermore̶and this has more bearing on 

our present discussion̶from his two prefaces, as well as the content of the tales included in 

his collection, it is evident that Kyōkai, while a member of the state-sponsored clergy, identified 

himself first and foremost with the laity, especially those whose knowledge of Buddhist doc-

trine depended more on orally transmitted tales and artistic depictions than on careful study of 

scriptural sources.（７） Unlike Chinese monks on the continent, who were charged with the oner-

ous task of defending the teachings of Buddhism against vehement attacks from Daoist and 

Confucian quarters, Japanese monks, relatively free from such burdens, devoted much of their 

energy to selecting from the vast corpus of Buddhist literature those scriptures that most 

suited their everyday needs. In a word, Japanese monks̶and Kyōkai is perhaps the finest 

example of this trend̶took a more practical approach to Buddhism, one which gave little 

thought to the thornier problems of metaphysics and eschatology so prevalent in China both 

before and during this era.（８）

In “The Coal Owner and the Pitman’s Wife,” there is, as already mentioned, an element of 

morbid humor mixed in with an otherwise somber message. This wandering spirit, though no 

doubt relieved to be out of Hell, has been left with no home whatsoever: she has been evicted 

from the netherworld. It is in this homeless, hapless state that we find her, and, so far as the 

song is concerned, it is thus we must leave her, perhaps for all eternity, or until, by some kind 

gesture of providence, she is allowed to enter through the gates of Heaven. Viewed from a 

slightly different angle, this woman, while not (so far as we know) a dedicated minion of the 

Evil One, yet serves the function of a messenger from the underworld. In this capacity, she 

delivers the all-important message to the wicked coal owner: repent and reform your ways, or 

suffer eternal damnation. Kyōkai, too, presents us with similar scenarios, in which a messenger 

from the underworld appears before some unsuspecting mortal̶not, mind you, to simply 
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deliver a message, but to bring the wicked soul, nolens volens, down to the netherworld. In 

these accounts, too, we find an element of humor, something sure to capture the imagination.（９）

In one such account, a man by the name of Iwashima 磐嶋 , being responsible for engaging 

in trade on behalf of a local temple, sets out with a quantity of rice lent to him by the same 

temple in hopes that it will yield some profit, which could then be used by the monks.（10） Along 

the way, he notices three men in pursuit. After speaking with these men, it becomes apparent 

that they are fiendish messengers (shiki 使鬼, literally “demon envoys”) sent from the under-

world to fetch Iwashima. Previous to the present encounter, while these messengers had been 

in pursuit of their man, however, they had been intercepted by another messenger sent from 

the Four Divine Guardians (siō 四王), who ordered that Iwashima be temporarily excused, see-

ing as how he was on business for the temple. In obedience with these orders, the nefarious 

messengers allowed Iwashima some extra time to carry out his business. Presently, having 

since resumed the chase and found their man, the messengers appeal to his generosity: “We 

have spent so many days trying to catch you that we feel hungry and exhausted. Do you have 

any food with you?” Iwashima takes them home and treats them to a sumptuous feast of beef, 

something the three explicitly requested̶a tell-tale sign that these are the sort of demons 

accustomed to accepting animal sacrifices, and are therefore of a particularly despicable tribe. 

Iwashima asks the messengers if they will let him free, so long as he promises to give them 

two cows. “Well,” reply they, “We have eaten much of your food. If we release you because of 

your kind treatment, we shall be accused of a grave sin and be hit one hundred times with an 

iron stick.”

The fiends are in a pickle: they long to dine on Iwashima’s cows, and yet, should they 

accept his gifts, they could not, in good conscience, bring their man back to the underworld. To 

accept a man’s gift and then neglect to repay him with kindness is something, it seems, even 

these creatures shy from doing. The three come up with an alternative that might serve to 

make everyone happy. Instead of Iwashima, they propose to take back to the underworld a 

substitute, someone born in the same year as him: “I heard that there is a diviner who was 

born in the same year [as you],” recalls one of the three messengers, “He can be your substi-

tute.” Problem solved, the messengers bid Iwashima adieu, begging him to recite a sutra on 

their behalf, in hopes that its salvific power will serve to eradicate their sin̶not the sin of 

intentionally taking back the wrong man, as we might have assumed, but rather that of accept-

ing Iwashima’s offer of a cow. On the following morning, Iwashima has some monks recite a 

number of holy sutras for his otherworldly acquaintances. Three days later, the messengers 
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appear before Iwashima, happily announcing that, thanks to the power of the scriptures, they 

not only escaped a whipping, but were also given an extra helping of rice on top of their usual 

ration. The tale ends with a brief notice: “Iwashima was over ninety when he died.” That is to 

say, his faith in the Buddha and diligent performance of religious rites served not only to eradi-

cate whatever offences had originally set the messengers on his track, but also to considerably 

increase his life-span.（11）

2.  Landmarks along the Way: Underworld Geography

As with the ghost of the poor pitman’s wife, here, too, we find a similar strain of stygian 

humor: the three messengers from hell seem strangely out of place in the mortal realm; they 

are exhausted after much running; they readily succumb to their customary desire for beef; 

they beg Iwashima to commission religious rites on their behalf. In a word, the messengers, 

despite their nefarious origins, behave and think just like their mortal counterparts: they make 

mistakes, are delayed, get tired and hungry, fear the wrath of their superiors, feel gratitude 

and sympathy. These minions of the netherworld are entertaining insofar as they are human, 

and sometimes even humane, just as we mortals are, or at least aspire to be. This succeeds in 

creating a sense of intimacy, of real continuity between our world and the next, between us 

mortals and the denizens of the hereafter. As will be discussed in detail from hereon in, the 

underworld depicted in Nihon ryōiki and other relevant sources is one not too far removed 

from our everyday world. Souls condemned to suffer punishment in the gloomy underworld 

suffer bodily: they are scorched, skewered, sliced, prodded, poked, and otherwise manhandled 

in all sorts of ways, all of which have a distinctly physical character. It is not spiritual 

anguish̶no prick of conscience or sense of separation from God̶that plagues the inmates of 

Kyōkai’s underworld. Punishment is, from beginning to end, gruesomely corporal. Likewise, 

souls that are brought down to the underworld are not simply whisked away, transported 

directly in front of the plutonian tribunal. Instead, like regular travelers, they undergo a jour-

ney, marked here and there by a number of physical landmarks, all of which reflect the mortal 

realm.

James McClenon, in his insightful article about near-death folklore in China and Japan, has 

summarized what appears to be a wide-spread conception of the afterlife shared not only by 

East Asian peoples but by medieval Christians and Muslims, as well:

Medieval Christian, Moslem, and Buddhist afterlife narratives contain clearly demar-
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cated boundaries and transition stages, deity figures who judge the deceased, hells 

where punishments are designed to fit specific crimes, and administrative staff gov-

erning hierarchical domains.（12）

To elaborate somewhat on McClenon’s words, the following five features seem more-or-less 

common to the afterworld traditions of medieval Christianity, Islam, as well as both Chinese 

and Japanese Buddhism: First, most accounts contain very clearly demarcated boundaries, usu-

ally in the form of geographical features such as rivers, mountains, caves, or gates, separating 

our mortal world from the supernatural realm of the afterlife. Second̶and this often embraces 

the first feature̶the journey of the disembodied soul towards its otherworldly destination is 

further marked by distinct transitional stages, which, like the boundaries just mentioned, are 

most often depicted geographically. In the Chinese and Japanese context, especially when the 

destination is purgatory and not some heavenly domain, the soul not infrequently has to pass 

over a stretch of desolate, foreboding plains, or across a long, flat, straight highway, trek over a 

perilously steep mountain or other slope, and cross, often via a bridge, a body of black or other-

wise dangerous looking water.（13） Of course, the order in which these various stages appear is 

not always the same.

In connection to this second feature, Nihon ryōiki contains a particularly relevant account 

of a faithful lay believer who, having suddenly taken ill, temporarily passed away. Upon 

reawakening seven days later, he related the following account of his journey:

There were four messengers who accompanied and guided me. At first we crossed a 

field and then came to a steep hill. When we had climbed the slope, I saw a tall zel-

kova tree. Standing there and looking over the path ahead, I saw many men sweeping 

the road with brooms and heard them saying, “We are sweeping and purifying the 

road along which a man who copied the Hokekyō [the Lotus Sutra] will pass.” When I 

reached them, they stood by and bowed to me. In front of them there was a deep 

river about a hundred and twenty yards wide. There was a bridge over the river. […] 

Having crossed the bridge to the other side, I saw a golden palace, in which a king 

was seated. Near the bridge the road was three-forked.（14）

This passage is representative of the manner in which various stages along the soul’s journey 

towards its final destination are depicted in Nihon ryōiki, though this particular passage offers 
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a more than usual amount of detail. Most accounts are not so generous with their descriptions. 

Another faithful believer whose soul was taken on an otherworldly journey gives us a simple 

description of the sights along his road:

There were five-colored clouds like a rainbow stretching to the north. I was walking 

along that roadway of clouds, and it smelled fragrant, as of valuable incense was being 

mixed. At the end of the way there appeared a golden mountain which dazzled my 

eyes as I approached it. There the Prince Regent Shōtoku was waiting for me and we 

climbed to the summit together.（15）

This latter account, though simplistic in its description, nevertheless contains clearly marked 

stages: the long (rainbow) highway and the steep (golden) mountain.

The third feature, namely, the presence of supernatural figures who pass judgment on the 

deceased needs little comment. In almost every Chinese and Japanese Buddhist tale, this figure 

is King Yama̶usually referred to in Chinese sources as King Yanluo 閻羅王, and in Japanese 

sources as King Enma 閻魔王̶lord of the underworld. Interestingly, in one account preserved 

in Nihon ryōiki, King Yama reveals to his astonished visitor that he is none other than the bod-

hisattva known in Japan as Jizō 地蔵 (Ch: Dizang; Sk: Ks. itigarbha), a divinity famous for a vow 

to deliberately postpone his final rebirth into paradise until such a time that all the hells will be 

emptied of suffering souls.（16） Likewise, the fourth feature̶the execution of punishments 

appropriate to the offense in question̶is plain enough. The fifth feature̶a hierarchical, 

bureaucratic organization in the netherworld̶will be discussed in detail below. One thing, 

however, must be said here, if only in passing, about this final feature. While the thoroughly 

bureaucratic organization of the Chinese Buddhist purgatory, including that envisioned by 

Tang Lin, ought to be stressed, it must also be understood that the conception of purgatory as 

found in early Indian Buddhist texts is of quite a different nature. In these earlier texts, purga-

tory was depicted, in harmony with contemporaneous Brahmanical and Jain thought, as nothing 

but the lowest, most unpleasant path of reincarnation through which a soul trapped within the 

cycle of desire could pass. The Pāli Canon, considered to be the authoritative corpus of the 

Theravāda̶“school of the elders”̶branch of Buddhist thought, contains a vision of purgatory 

that, while slightly more detailed, yet lacks the bureaucratic systematization characteristic of 

later (especially Chinese) Buddhist texts.（17） It would seem that the systematization of purga-

tory took some time, and that, notwithstanding possible influences from earlier Indian 
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administrative practices̶as argued by Frederick Chen̶the sociohistorical realities of fourth- 

and fifth-century China exerted the greatest influence over what would, in the hands of later 

Chinese writers, become a thoroughly bureaucratized mirror image of the secular courts.（18）

3.  Hell Just Ain’t what it Used to Be: From Bede to St. Patrick’s Purgatory

McClenon’s observations regarding conceptions of the afterlife, as outlined above, are 

insightful when applied to medieval Christianity. Earlier Christianity entertained a different 

vision of the otherworld. The Venerable Bede (672/673-735), who, with his Latin history of the 

Christian religion in England, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, or the Ecclesiastical His-

tory of the English People (c. 731), has been dubbed the father of English history, gives us 

several accounts of harrowing encounters with the forces of hell. The following is an account of 

an anonymous layman living in the “province of the Marchmen,” that is, the kingdom a Mercia, 

and who had found great favor with King Coenred (fl. 675-709, reigned as king of Mercia, 704-

709). Unfortunately, as the story goes, this Mercian did not live to see himself instated as the 

king’s thane. Having been stricken with a mortal illness, and having been requested repeatedly 

by the king himself to convert to Christianity and repent of his sins, the Mercian, forsaking any 

hope of salvation, at last relays this damning vision to Coenred:

“A little while hence,” qouth he [i.e., the dying Mercian man], “two most beautiful men 

came into this house and sat down about me, one at my head and one at my feet; and 

one of them took out a goodly fair book but quite little in size, and gave it me to read, 

in which, when I looked, I found all the good deeds that ever I had done written down, 

and they were exceeding few in number and little in effect. […] Then suddenly there 

came a legion of evil, ill-favoured sprites, and both besieged [i.e., surrounded] this 

house outside and sitting down replenished [i.e., filled] it almost all within. Then he 

who by the darkness and gloominess of his face, and highest seat, appeared to be the 

chief of them, taking out a book terrible to men’s sight, unmeasurable for greatness 

and well-nigh unsupportable for weight, commanded one of his guards to bring it to 

me to read.”

Alas, this man’s sins far outweighed his virtuous deeds. The devils request the two beautiful 

men (God’s angles) to leave the sinner in their custody, seeing as how divine judgment demands 

that the sinner be handed over to the demons. The angels accordingly vanish, leaving the poor 
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mortal to his fate:

“…and two most wicked sprites having ploughshares in their hands rose up and struck 

me, the one in the head, the other in the foot; the which strokes now with great 

anguish creep into the inward parts of my body, and as soon as they meet together I 

shall die, and the devils being ready to snatch me away, I shall be dragged to the dun-

gels [that is, a large vaulted cellar, or dungeon] of hell.”（19）

Bede’s Historia was compiled less than a century after Tang Lin’s Mingbaoji, and less than a 

century before Kyōkai’s Nihon ryōiki. Though chronologically close to both of these collections, 

geographically and culturally, Bede’s hell is worlds apart from both its Chinese and Japanese 

counterparts. First and foremost, in accordance with orthodox Christian teachings of the day, 

the hell envisioned by Bede and his fellow converted Englishmen was a place of eternal punish-

ment. Purgatory, a temporary place of punishment in which a contaminated soul was purged of 

its earthly sins for a time before being allowed to ascend towards the heavenly realm, was not 

consolidated in the medieval European imagination until much later, around the thirteenth cen-

tury.（20） For the Mercian man in this fearful account, hell was final; there was no way out. 

Despite this doctrinal difference, however, the description of demonic servants sent from the 

king of hell, of books containing the deeds of the mortal concerned, of frightful weapons, and of, 

in this case, a prospective abduction to the nether world, Bede’s account resonates nicely̶

rather, notoriously̶with Chinese and Japanese accounts of abductions to the underworld. In 

Nihon ryōiki, abducted souls are threatened by fierce anthropomorphic creatures bearing horns 

on their heads and swords in their hands, or equally fierce men “with moustaches growing 

straight up, clad in red robes and armor and equipped with swords and halberds.”（21）

In the case of this unrepentant Mercian, the angels and demons came to his bedside; he 

was not taken on a journey to the nether world. Immediately after this account, Bede continues 

with another, this time about a monk placed in a famous monastery, whose wicked ways 

earned him a place in hell. As in the above tale, this brother was struck with a sudden illness. 

Sensing his own imminent demise, he calls the monks together just in time to give them an 

account of a hellish vision:

For being stricken with sickness and brought to extremity he called the brethren, and 

with much lamentation, like a man condemned already, began to declare unto them, 
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that he saw hell opened and Satan drowned in the depths of the dungel [i.e., dungeon], 

and Caiaphas with the whole rabblement that put Christ to death cast in the avenging 

flames hard by him: “And next to them, O miserable man that I am,” said he, “I see a 

place of everlasting perdition prepared for me.”（22）

Hearing this, his brothers urge him to repent while still in the body. It is no use, laments the 

sinner: “There is no time now for me to change my life, since I have seen that my judgment is 

passed already.” Here, it would appear, the soul of the dying sinner was momentarily taken 

from its body in order to witness the horrors of hell, an unwelcome preview of things to come.

Such was the conception of Hell in Bede’s day. Half a millennium later, sometime during 

the end of the twelfth or the beginning of the thirteenth century, an English Cistern monk who 

refers to himself by the initial “H” composed a Latin account of one man’s journey into the so-

called Purgatory of St. Patrick, the entrance to which was believed to be located in a cave on 

Lough Derg (literally, the “red lake”), in the county of Donegal, Ireland. A belief that the under-

world could be accessed via a specific cave located more-or-less within the accessible sphere of 

everyday geography is also to be found in Izumo no kuni fudoki 出雲国風土記 (Gazetteer of the 

Province of Izumo, c. 733), where the entrance to Yomotsukuni, the world of the dead, is 

located at the mouth of a cave somewhere along the rocky shore of Nazuki (Nazuki no iso 脳

磯), in Uka County 宇賀郷 (corresponding to an area within the region of modern-day Izumo 

City, Shimane Prefecture).（23） The practice of locating the entrance to the underworld at the 

mouth of a cave appears to be a very ancient one, and one which is found in numerous cultures 

throughout the world.（24） Now, H’s account, appropriately entitled Tractatus de Purgatorio 

Sanctii Paricii, or Treatise on St. Patrick’s Purgatory, was circulated and evidently accepted as 

being a true account by people both in England and on the Continent during the thirteenth 

century.（25） Aside from its content, in which a knight by the name of Owen̶a penitent one-

time crusader under King Stephen (1134-1154)̶makes the perilous journey into St. Patrick’s 

Purgatory, this particular account won wide acclaim due to its appealing balance of somber, 

didactic sermonizing alongside popular, more romantic elements: “What began as a monastic 

treatise […] eventually became a remarkably popular vehicle for lay edification and entertain-

ment, capturing the imagination of preaching friars, who specialized in evoking dread of 

purgatory.”（26） Whether or not Nihon ryōiki began as a monastic exercise is uncertain. From 

the prefaces preserved at the head of two of its three fascicles, it appears, rather, that the 

author intended his work to serve as a means of religious instruction directed mainly at the 
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laity, and not for a monastic audience. Nihon ryōiki is a collection of sermons and tales, or 

rather, what seems more to the point, a collection of lecture notes that could be freely 

reworked by preaching monks̶those corresponding to Zalenski’s preaching friars̶as occa-

sion demanded. Nihon ryōiki, with its combination of religious and secular elements, its blend of 

sacred and profane subject-matter, was, like H’s treatise, both a vehicle of lay edification as 

well as a source of popular entertainment.

Kyōkai’s vision of the underworld, being as it is a place of temporary punishment and not 

of eternal damnation, is more akin to that found in St. Patrick’s Purgatory. For whatever rea-

sons, the idea of a temporary purgatorial realm was in circulation throughout East Asia 

centuries before its emergence in medieval Europe. Or, to put it another way, the concept of 

eternal damnation never received much attention in those regions influenced by some form of 

Buddhistic teachings. Even that most abysmal region of the multi-level Buddhist purgatory, the 

so-called Avīci Hell (J: Abi jigoku 阿鼻地獄), or “Interminable Hell,” a place reserved for the 

worst of the worst, was, despite its name, ultimately temporary. Sinners would eventually be 

released and subjected once again to the cycle of reincarnation. Another similarity between 

Nihon ryōiki and St. Patrick’s Purgatory is the depictions in both of actual journeys, each with 

its own set of clearly-marked geographical landmarks and boundaries. Owen, the brave knight 

who ventures into St. Patrick’s Purgatory, is led, like the souls in Nihon ryōiki, in clearly stated 

directions̶south, east, and so on̶over perilous bridges that span dangerous rivers, and up 

steep slopes. In both traditions we see the presence of a guide or escort̶sometimes benevo-

lent, other times malevolent̶but always there to led the sojourner to his or her destination.

Both the geographical descriptions and the presence of an otherworldly guide in St. Pat-

rick’s Purgatory and Nihon ryōiki may very well be an example of art imitating life. Narratives 

of journeys to the underworld were almost certainly influenced by contemporary practices of 

pilgrimage:

[…] otherworld journey narratives resemble pilgrimage narratives in content because 

they resemble pilgrimage in social form and function. The pilgrim who visits Canter-

bury or Calvary recreates and participates in events of cultural significance̶as do all 

pilgrims in every period and society. So, too, the visit of a solitary knight to St. Pat-

rick’s Purgatory is far from being an isolated affair; he must explore landscape whose 

contours are culturally formed. Through imaginative rehearsal, pilgrim and visionary 

alike learn the roles they must play in order to live and die meaningfully.（27）
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This passage is particularly revealing when applied to Nihon ryōiki. Though here is not the 

place to explore these implications in any detail, it is surely worth noting that any insight into 

the possible connections between underworldly journeys and pilgrimage practices in ninth-cen-

tury Japan would, if properly examined, allow us to reconsider perceptions of the otherworld in 

relation to their deeper social functions. What exactly these functions might be, aside from the 

oft-discussed didactic function of encouraging religious reform and promoting a specific reli-

gious institution or scripture, remains to be discerned. As with the terrain traversed by Owen 

inside St. Patrick’s Purgatory, the landscape found in Nihon ryōiki is one delineated by cultur-

ally formed contours. Moreover, readers and listeners to accounts from this latter collection 

were engaging, even if unbeknownst to themselves, in a communal imaginative rehearsal, a 

vicarious reenactment of a sort of pilgrimage, an otherworldly journey, one function of which, 

besides the straightforward warnings and admonitions, was to offer insights into how us mor-

tals ought best to live, and consequently, how best to pass over into the afterlife.

4.  Red Tape: China’s Bureaucratic Underworld

Sometime during the middle of the seventh century, a continental scholar by the name of 

Tang Lin 唐臨 (c. 600-?) compiled a collection of short anecdotes or accounts, the vast majority 

of which may rightly be classified as Buddhist miracle tales. To this collection he gave the title 

Mingbaoji 冥報記 (J: Myōhōki or Meihōki), that is, Records of Miraculous Retribution, where the 

word retribution (Ch: bao; J: hō 報) here refers specifically to those rewards and punishments 

meted out to us mortals in accordance with our conduct, whether virtuous or vicious.（28） Tang 

Lin’s collection was widely circulated shortly after its completion, whereupon it soon assumed 

a privileged position as one of China’s most representative examples of the quickly growing 

genre of Buddhist miracle tales.（29） Despite its popularity, however, the collection seems to have 

disappeared entirely from the continent shortly after the fall of the Tang Dynasty, that is, 

around the turn of the tenth century. Fortunately, the collection was preserved in Japan, 

whither it had been imported during the middle of the seventh century̶the latter half of 

Japan’s Nara period (710-784)̶about one century after its initial circulation on the continent.（30） 

Kyōkai, in the preface to the first fascicle of his Nihon ryōiki, mentions Tang Lin’s collection by 

name, citing it as one of several such collections his fellow countrymen were familiar with and, 

somewhat to Kyōkai’s chagrin, evidently placed great store in: “Why is it we heed only the 

works of other countries [i.e., China and, indirectly, India] and neither believe nor stand in awe 

of the unusual occurrences of our own land?”（31）
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Tang Lin, working in the middle of the seventh century, was collecting tales and compiling 

his collection during a time in China’s intellectual history when Buddhism, having already sent 

out roots in the continent for more than half a millennium, had been thoroughly infused with 

and drastically transformed by elements from poplar indigenous beliefs, particularly those of 

Daoist influence. So far advanced was this process of religious syncretism by the end of the 

sixth century, in fact, that distinctions between Buddhist and Daoist, indigenous and foreign, 

would have been virtually impossible to make.（32） This same syncretic amalgamation of hetero-

geneous beliefs can likewise be seen in conceptualizations of the underworld depicted so vividly 

in Mingbaoji.（33） Prior to the arrival of Buddhism in China, an event that seems to have 

occurred gradually over a number of centuries both before and after the Common Era, there is 

little evidence to suggest that Chinese writers envisioned the underworld as a place of punish-

ment for wayward souls. That is to say, pre-Buddhist notions of the underworld did not include 

the concept of purgatory. With the arrival of Buddhism, however, the belief in a purgatorial 

underworld, commonly referred to in Chinese sources as diyu 地獄 (J: jigoku), literally, “earth̶

perhaps in the sense of subterranean̶prison,” began to appear in fourth-century documents of 

Chinese authorship. Interestingly, this vision of an otherworldly purgatory appears not only in 

non-canonical Buddhist works, but contemporaneous Daoist sources, as well.（34）

An example from each of these sources̶a non-canonical Buddhist work of Chinese author-

ship, on the one hand, and a Daoist work, on the other, both compiled no later than the early 

fifth century̶is in order. The Jingdu sanmeijing 浄度三昧経 (J: Jōdo sanmaikyō), or the Sutra 

of Purification through Spiritual Concentration, is an apocryphal Buddhist scripture compiled in 

China during the early decades of the fifth century. No single, complete manuscript of this 

sutra has come down to us. Instead, what we have is a collection of quotes and scattered refer-

ences, many of which have been preserved in a certain encyclopedia of Buddhist quotations, 

edited throughout the fifth and sixth centuries, entitled Jinglü yixiang 経律異相 (J: Kyōritsu isō), 

or Various Aspects of the Sutras and Precepts.（35） This Jingdu sanmeijing mentions a specific 

series of holy days, known collectively as the Days of the Eight Kings (Bawangri 八王日), dur-

ing which, so says the sutra, the deeds of us mortals are meticulously inspected and reported 

to the divine authorities above by a team of celestial beings.（36） The following quotation, taken 

from an entry entitled “The Eight King Messengers Inspect Good and Evil on the Six Absti-

nence Days” and preserved in Jinglü yixiang, is a much abridged version of a full translation 

found in Frederick Chen’s masterly article on this subject. Special attention ought to be paid to 

the bureaucratic arrangements pertaining to the adjudication of deceased souls.
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The days of the Eight Kings […] are the days when Indra and his thirty-two guardian 

ministers […] and the Eight King Messengers all distribute themselves and circulate 

everywhere. […] The King of Hell [that is, King Yama] also dispatches all his assistant 

ministers and minor kings out at the same time. […] Merits can be used to pardon 

(misdeeds). […] The documents [relating to a person’s deeds during life] will be dis-

patched to Hell. When the (administration) of Hell receives the document, they 

dispatch prison demons, who carry the warrant of the people’s record, to summon (the 

people).（37）

Here we see a purgatorial underworld arranged after the model of an earthly bureaucracy, 

complete with various ministers working at different levels, the presiding judge (King Yama), 

written documents relating to a person’s deeds throughout life, warrants of arrest, and, of 

course, the usual demonic escorts, here referred to tellingly as prison demons.

Contemporaneous Daoist texts reveal the same sort of bureaucratic imagination concern-

ing the manner in which the deeds of mortals are inspected and adjudicated by a whole 

hierarchy of celestial powers. The Laozi zhongjing 老子中経 , or the Central Scriptures of Laozi, 

is believed to have been composed sometime between the mid-fourth and the mid-fifth centu-

ries. Here we read of Xuanji 琁璣, Lord of the Big Dipper, or the Marquis King of Heaven, who 

“takes charge of the twelve thousand deities and holds the life registers of people.” Below him 

is Taiyi 太一, the Great One, another mighty stellar deity, traditionally associated with the red-

dish star Kochab, who was “in charge of reviewing [the] established accounts” of us mortals. 

Eight messengers, also known as the Eight Trigram Deities (Baguashen 八卦神), in the service 

of the Great One, are responsible for gathering information and compiling a written review of 

each mortal’s moral status. This review, once complete, is then memorialized to the Great One 

in the form of an official petition.（38）

Therefore, at midnight of the last and first days of each month and the eight seasonal 

days [analogous to the aforementioned Days of the Eight Kings], the Great One always 

beats the drum in the Five Citadels [i.e., an area located within the navel of every 

mortal, wherein dwell five perfected immortals in charge of monitoring the behavior 

of their host] to summon all deities to check and confirm the merit and virtue of peo-

ple, contemplating and discussing if they are good or evil.（39）
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Certainly, the context of Laozi zhongjing is quite different from that of Jingdu sanmeijing (as 

cited in Jinglü yixiang). While the latter describes a bureaucratic purgatorial underworld, to 

which documents and souls are regularly sent, the former begins with the premise that there 

exist deities who govern both the macrocosm, mostly stellar gods, as well as the microcosm, an 

analogous world of deities within our very own bodies. These two groups of deities work in 

unison to ensure that the deeds of each mortal are carefully observed, recorded, reviewed, and 

sent up to the appropriate offices. That is to say, whereas the Buddhist judgment takes place, 

for the most part, in a purgatorial underworld, presided over by King Yama and his nefarious 

court, the Daoist judgment occurs ultimately within the heavenly realm of immortals, presided 

over by the Great One and, above him, Xuanji, Lord of the Big Dipper. The Buddhist soul suf-

fers a sort of bodily̶or pseudo-bodily̶punishment in purgatory at the hands of numerous 

demonic servants; the Daoist soul, on the other hand, may not even be aware of the judgments 

being meted out in heaven on its behalf. For the Daoist, punishment means a shortened life 

span; reward, an increased one. Despite these fundamental differences, however, it is easy to 

see how the bureaucratic organization of both paradigms could have been seamlessly combined 

to form one highly complex vision of a purgatorial underworld rich with both Daoist and Bud-

dhist elements.

The differences between these two paradigms may not even be all that fundamental. 

Rather, it may be that extant fourth- and fifth-century Daoist and (Chinese non-canonical) Bud-

dhist texts are emphasizing two aspects of something once found together in an older stratum 

of Indian Buddhist thought. For one thing, the Chinese bureaucratic vision of the underworld 

may not, contrary to common belief, be a result solely of Daoist influences on Chinese Buddhist 

thought. Certain features of the bureaucratic (Daoist-Buddhist) underworld bear a resemblance 

to historical practices̶e.g., public assemblies, as well as the engraving of royal charters on 

copper plates̶current during the time of the Buddha.（40） Furthermore, the Bhais.ajyaguru 

vaid. ūrya prabhārāja sutra, or the Sutra of the King of the Medicine Master and the Lapis Lazuli 

Light̶more commonly known in its abbreviated form as Bhais.ajyaguru sutra, or the Sutra of 

the Medicine Master̶which was first translated into Chinese, bearing the title Yaoshi liuli 

rulaijing 薬師瑠璃如来経, during the fourth century, contains the following passage regarding 

those events that transpire immediately after someone gives up the ghost:

Then, while his body lies in its original position, he is seized by the messengers of 

Yama who lead his spirit consciousness (shenshi 神識) before that King of the Law. 
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The inborn spirits (jushengshen 俱生神) attached to all sentient beings, who record 

whether each being’s conduct is good or bad, will then hand down these records in 

their entirety to Yama, King of the Law. Then, the King will interrogate this person, 

and he will sum up the person’s deeds. According to the positive and negative factors, 

he shall judge him.（41）

According to this sutra, a record of the deeds of him who has recently passed away are 

brought to King Yama not by a host of roaming spiritual messengers, but by inborn spirits 

(jushengshen) attached to or, more likely, dwelling within, the bodies of each mortal. Here, at 

least, we see what could easily be interpreted by later readers as an amalgamation of two 

ostensibly heterogeneous elements: the Buddhist notion of King Yama and his nefarious escorts, 

on the one hand, and the Daoist notion of inborn spirits who take note of our every deed, word, 

and thought, on the other. What this might suggest, however, assuming this to be an accurate 

translation of the Sanskrit base text, is the mutual coexistence in Indian Buddhism of both con-

cepts prior to the introduction of Daoist elements into Chinese Buddhism.

5.  Mergers Made in Hell: King Yama and the Offices beneath Mt. Tai

Around the same time̶the fourth and fifth centuries̶another crucial element was inter-

woven into the common imaginary of this purgatorial underworld. There is a certain mountain 

in modern Shandong 山東 Province known as Mt. Tai 泰山 (in premodern sources more com-

monly written 太山). As an ancient sight for the performance of various rituals, Mt. Tai had 

been associated since pre-Buddhist times with the world of the dead, a world which was 

believed to be located somewhere directly beneath the sacred mountain. So prevalent was this 

belief that translators of Buddhist texts occasionally referred to the Buddhist purgatories as 

the earth (subterranean) prison of (or beneath) Mt. Tai (Taishan diyu 泰山地獄 ).（42） This latter 

innovation is particularly interesting, for it is at once a concession or expedient means of intro-

ducing Chinese readers to what must have then been the unfamiliar Buddhist concept of a 

purgatorial underworld by appealing to a more familiar belief, as well as the introduction of a 

catalyst destined to reshape the manner in which Chinese readers envisioned the underworld. 

As a result of this amalgamation of differing conceptions̶the introduction of a purgatorial 

function into the Chinese underworld, along with a pregnant association with Mt. Tai̶the 

underworld as portrayed in Chinese sources from the fourth century onwards takes on a mark-

edly unique character, as may be seen in most of the accounts of underworld journeys found in 
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Mingbaoji. One example from Tang Lin’s collection should suffice.

Tang Lin tells us of a travelling monk (keseng 客僧) who eventually finds lodgings in a 

temple (miao 廟) dedicated to worshipping an unnamed god (shen 神)̶the association with 

deceased ancestors, or simply with the spirits of the dead, is no doubt intended here̶located 

somewhere atop Mt. Tai.（43） His host, while not wishing to turn the monk away, nevertheless 

warns him that a number of those who have lodged beneath the eaves of this temple have all 

met with a sudden and inexplicable death. Unperturbed, the monk gratefully houses himself in 

the temple. Come nightfall, while the monk is sitting upright chanting Buddhist sutras, the god 

appears before him. Contrary to our expectations, this god proceeds to greet the monk with a 

reverential bow, immediately engaging in polite conversation. Upon enquiry as to the recent 

series of sudden deaths, the monk is told that all those men were destined to die anyways, and 

that, upon being greeted by this deity, they had, each of them, died quite naturally of fear. The 

god was not to blame for their deaths. Thus acquainted, the monk and the god sit down side 

by side, chanting sutras together into the wee hours.

Presently, the monk makes another enquiry of his host, this time as to whether or not 

those rumors claiming that the gods of Mt. Tai possess the power to control ghosts, namely, to 

summon the spirits of the dead, are indeed true. The god replies humbly in the affirmative. 

The monk thereupon requests to be reunited with the spirits of two deceased monks who were 

once his fellow students. One of the monks, replies the god, has since been reincarnated in the 

human world. The other, unfortunately, is currently being detained in prison (yu 獄)̶an obvi-

ous reference to the earthly prison (diyu) mentioned above. Without further delay the monk 

and the god rise up, pass through the temple gate, and arrive at an otherworldly locale sport-

ing a number of temples and prison-like structures. The latter are all ablaze with flames 

burning within and without. On the far side of a courtyard, the monk now spies a shadowy fig-

ure amidst the flames whose features are beyond recognition, his scorched blood and fetid flesh 

giving off an unbearable stench. Unable to bear the sight of his suffering comrade, the monk 

retires to one of the nearby temples and consults the deity, asking after any means whereby 

the wretched soul might be rescued. He is instructed to return to the mortal realm and make a 

copy of the Lotus Sutra. No sooner does the monk begin copying the sutra than the deity 

appears before him again, this time with the joyful news that his comrade has been released 

from purgatory, reborn at long last into some other more pleasing realm.

This is the gist of the tale. Here we are met with an underworld that is, first, of a purga-

torial nature, and second, intimately associated with Mt. Tai. The god of Mt. Tai acts as a sort 
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of mediator between the world of the living and the dead. In this tale, at least, that is as far as 

it goes; the setting is quite simple. We encounter no other significant underworldly servants. 

However, as even a cursory perusal of the more than a dozen tales in Mingbaoji that deal with 

journeys to the underworld, it will quickly become clear that, for Tang Lin and his readers, the 

underworld was far from simple:

[…] the karmic process that operates to bring about reward, punishment, and rebirth 

is revealed as being administered by a rather complex bureaucracy hard at work in 

the nether world […] In a typical tale, after the protagonist dies, he is escorted to an 

official’s compound (guancao 官曹). This official’s compound in the nether world is 

indistinguishable in appearance from one in the world of the living […] The operations 

of the nether world courts are also shown to be similar to those in the real world in 

their susceptibility to intervention and manipulation by influential officials.（44）

It is this̶a bureaucratic underworld nearly indistinguishable from the living court system̶

that, in tandem with the other features mentioned above, marks the unique character of Tang 

Lin’s underworld: it is at once a purgatory, a prison, and a court, one in which both Buddhist 

and Daoist, supernatural and secular elements exist in a curious, frightening, but almost always 

entertaining huggermugger of fact and fiction. Another example from Mingbaoji, far more 

characteristic of the complex, bureaucratic arrangements of this underworld, should bring this 

fact to life.

A man by the name of Zhang Fayi 張法義, goes into the mountains one day to chop wood, 

as is his wont.（45） This particular day, however, he chances upon a solitary monk who, explain-

ing to Zhang the cause of man’s suffering, inspires the man to repent his past sins, which, we 

are told, were rather numerous. Some nine years later, Zhang becomes ill and passes away. 

Upon coming back to life seven days later, he relates to his astonished relatives a fantastic tale 

of the things he saw and underwent while dead. The tale is one of the longest in Mingbaoji, 

and the following is but the barest summary of its rich contents.

Immediately after dying, two escorts come to fetch him. They escort Zhang to an official’s 

compound (guanfu 官府), and proceed thence down a lengthy lane, along both sides of which 

can be seen rows of government offices (guancao 官曹). No sooner had Zhang been led down 

this lane than an official (guanren 官人) emerging from one of the many offices begins to scold 

his two escorts, upbraiding them for bringing their man so late. The escorts are promptly 
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given twenty strokes each, despite legitimate excuses for their tardiness. This done, the official 

then announces that Zhang is to be sent to the recorder (lushi 録事). The recorder, having tem-

porarily taken charge of Zhang, signs the relevant documents (wenshu 文書) and has them sent 

out, commanding at the same time that Zhang be delivered up to the judge (panguan 判官). 

The judge, in turn, promptly calls for the chief archivist (zhudian 主典), who brings forth all of 

Zhang’s records (an 案), a cumbrous cachet of documents detailing every action, good and evil, 

performed by the man up until this point. The archivist goes through these records, page by 

page, entry by entry, noting to the judge that each entry, save one, has already been cancelled 

by means of a red check mark. The one remaining entry pertained to a time when Zhang 

glared angrily at his father and cursed him under his breath. This sin, declared the judge, 

deserved a punishment of eighty strokes, a sentence tantamount to death. Suddenly, the monk 

whom Zhang had met in the mountain so many years ago appeared before the judge, claiming 

that, as Zhang was his disciple, and that he had repented all of his sins, this last sin, too, should 

have been cancelled out. In fact, continues the monk, this sin has already been crossed out in 

that (evidently more authoritative) copy of Zhang’s records kept in the Heavenly Offices (tian-

cao 天曹). The judge’s copy, therefore, is outdated, and can no longer be used against Zhang. 

Despite the monk’s claims, the archivist remains doubtful.

Unable to properly adjudicate the case, the judge now sends Zhang, accompanied by the 

monk, to state his case before the king (wang 王). By the king, we are, I think, to understand 

King Yama himself. The king welcomes the monk reverentially; “Have you come to take your 

turn on duty, Master?” The monk explains that, while it is not yet his turn to assume the role 

of king, he has come to plead on behalf of his disciple, poor Zhang. The king, while siding with 

the judge and the archivist, decides, on account of the great respect he harbors towards this 

venerable monk, to grant an exception and release the accused for a period of seven days̶the 

equivalent of seven years in the human world. Upon returning to the world of the living, Zhang 

retires into the mountains in order to live the life of a monk. By accumulating merits, he is able 

to extend his life, and, according to a final note by Tang Lin, was still alive at the time this tale 

was recorded.

The underworld of this tale is remarkably complex: we see mention, in order of appear-

ance, of the following offices and officials: two escorts, official compounds, government offices, a 

government official, a recorder with documents pertaining to Zhang’s case, a judge, a chief 

archivist with exhaustive records pertaining to Zhang’s life, a Buddhist monk, Heavenly Offices, 

and a king (King Yama). It should be noted in this context that the image of the chief archivist 
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(zhudian) overlaps, and may even be identical with, that of chief recorder (zhupu 主簿), a char-

acter whose role is depicted with great detail in another tale in Tang Lin’s collection.（46） This 

chief recorder works directly under a figure known as the prefectural lord of Mt. Tai (Taishan 

fujun 太山府君). As already seen, Mt. Tai was engraved upon the popular imagination as a 

sacred site intimately connected with the netherworld. It would seem that, in the underworld 

of Tang Lin’s collection, both the pre-Buddhist lord of Mt. Tai and the Indo-Buddhist King 

Yama cooperate with one another in order to ensure the proper sentencing of deceased souls. 

Though the exact details of this arrangement are never made explicit in Mingbaoji, it appears 

that the bureaucratic offices located beneath Mt. Tai were subservient to King Yama’s admin-

istration, the former supplying documents required by the latter. Moreover, the so-called 

Heavenly Offices̶the nature of which is never explained̶while apparently superior in some 

respects to Yama’s court, likewise fulfill a cooperative function in keeping authoritative copies 

of all documents delivered to Yama. While it is not possible to draw a very clear picture 

regarding the internal workings of the nether world, one thing remains perfectly clear: the judi-

cial powers of Mt. Tai, the Heavenly Offices, and even King Yama himself are all subjected to 

the supreme power of Buddhist divinities and monks.（47） Whatever judicial procedures and pun-

ishments a deceased soul might be subjected to throughout his time in the underworld, he can 

always be rescued, deus ex machina fashion, by the benevolent intervention of some Buddhist 

representative. In this way, the supremacy of Buddhism remains one of the indisputable char-

acteristics of Tang Lin’s underworld.

Conclusion

The supremacy of Buddhist divinities over all workings of the underworld is, likewise, a 

prominent feature in Nihon ryōiki. As hinted at in one of the tales already mentioned, it would 

appear that, so far as Kyōkai was concerned, King Yama was in fact none other than the bod-

hisattva Jizō, that is, Ks. itigarbha. Each of the six paths of reincarnation, one of which was 

purgatory, were conceived of as belonging to the impermanent realm of sam. sāra (Ch: lunhui; J: 

rinne 輪廻), the illusory cycle of birth and death. Fully awakened divinities of the Buddhist pan-

theon dwelt in bejeweled realms̶one per Buddha, remember̶of eternal bliss and pure, 

unadulterated enlightenment. From their vantage point, the Buddhas could not only see but 

occasionally interfere with the goings on in any of the various paths of existence. As will be 

readily perceived from a perusal of the relevant tales (i.e., those indicated in the “Note to 

Instructors” at the beginning of this article) in both Nihon ryōiki and Mingbaoji, neither Kyōkai 
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nor Tang Lin were at all interesting in acquainting their respective audiences with the subtle 

niceties of Buddhist doctrine. The concrete reality of a purgatorial underworld is, in both 

authors, emphasized to the extreme̶and tis because of the dramatic effect that such emphasis 

was bound to exert on the receptive imagination.

Similarities between Nihon ryōiki and Mingbaoji, while interesting in themselves, are not 

as provocative as comparisons between these two texts and other analogous tales transmitted 

by authors belonging to entirely different ages and cultures. Both Japanese and Chinese 

accounts of underworld journeys share a fair number of common elements with thirteenth-cen-

tury English Christian visions, most especially with St. Patrick’s Purgatory. Both in regards to 

narrative progression̶the arrangement of individual episodes or scenes within the journey̶

and scenic description̶especially concerning geographical landmarks and boundaries along 

the way̶all of the texts discussed above participate in what appears to be a common, if not 

universal, trend. One way to explain this would be with recourse to what has already been 

mentioned about premodern practices of pilgrimage, and the way in which lived experiences 

by these pilgrims fed into narratives of journeys to the underworld. Another possible approach 

lies in a serious consideration of archetypal imagery, though this is something wholly outside 

our present discussion. However one chooses to approach the matter, the fact remains that 

Chinese, Japanese, and English accounts of otherworldly journeys were, and still are, affected 

to a very significant degree by pilgrimage or pilgrimage-like experiences undergone here in the 

real world.

Notes
（１）　While there are various versions of this song, the present lyrics follow Ewan MacColl’s rendition, as given 

in Shuttle and Cage: Industrial Folk Ballads (Rutland: Topic Records, 1957).
（２）　Regarding this and other contemporaneous industrial folk songs, including the significance of the “Derry 

down” chorus, see Porter (2018), 240-265; for details of the 1844 strike, see Webb (1921), 41-49.
（３）　English translations of selected entries from Kanran’s collection may be found in Carter (2014), 159-178.
（４）　Mado no susami, I, 269-270; Carter (2014), 176. The bits in brackets are my own additions.
（５）　Lunyu, VII: 20. This translation is by Irene Bloom, in de Bary (1999), 51.
（６）　There are two complete English translations of Nihon ryōiki: Kyoko Motomochi Nakamura’s scholarly 

study and fully annotated translation, first published in 1973, offer the finest, most detailed account in Eng-
lish of the collection, as well as providing a delightfully broad-ranged bibliography of relevant material. 
Burton Watson’s translation, Records of Miraculous Events in Japan: The Nihon ryōiki (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2013), is a more popular, and therefore not so heavily annotated rendition. While both 
translations are certainly worth consulting, all English translations cited in this paper are from Nakamura.

（７）　Nakamura (1997), 7.
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（８）　Nakamura (1997), 33.
（９）　The following tales in Nihon ryōiki are particularly illustrative of Kyōkai’s particular vision of the under-

world. Numbering is according to Nakamura: I: 2; II: 13, 16, 19, 20, 27, 29, as well as the appended tale 
labelled A; III: 33, 34, 37, 47, 48, 50, 52, and 53.

（10）　Nihon ryōiki II: 24, in Nakamura (1997), 192-193.
（11）　For a similar tale, also involving substitution of one soul for another, see Nihon ryōiki II: 25, in Nakamura 

(1997), 194-196. This later tale, as Nakamura indicates in her footnotes, seems to have been influenced by an 
account found in Mingbaoji, namely, III: “Weijun Ma Jiayun” 魏郡馬嘉運, the text of which, while not found 
in Fang Shiming’s edition, is preserved in Shōwa shinshū daizōkyō 正和新脩大藏經, volume 51, item no. 2082, 
p. 799; a translation of this last tale is available in Gjertson (1989), III: 47, 244-248.

（12）　McClenon (1991), 321.
（13）　For some mention of these stages as depicted geographically in ancient Japan documents, see Palmer 

(1994), 482.
（14）　Nihon ryōiki III: 22, in Nakamura (1997), 250.
（15）　Nihon ryōiki I: 5, in Nakamura (1997), 113-114. The Prince Regent Shōtoku 聖徳太子 (574-622), was early 

on mythologized as Japan’s first champion of Buddhism and Sinitic learning.
（16）　Nihon ryōiki III: 9, in Nakamura (1997), 234. For some discussion of the relationship between King Yama 

and Jizō (Ks. itigarbha), see Teiser (1988), 447-450.
（17）　Teiser (1988), 435.
（18）　Chen (2013), 62-65. Chen’s argument will be touched upon once more later on.
（19）　Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum V: 13, 271-273.
（20）　Zaleski (1985), 470.
（21）　Nihon ryōiki II: 16 and III: 9, in Nakamura (1997), 183 and 234, respectively.
（22）　Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum V: 14, 277-279; for a brief comment on this tale, see Bitel (1991), 

54-56.
（23）　Izumo no kuni fudoki, 183; for a short summary of sacred geography in premodern Japan, including a 

brief discussion about the possible whereabouts of this cave, see Palmer (1994), especially 482-483.
（24）　For examples of this cave-like entrance or hole to the otherworld as seen in shamanic journeys associated 

with the Aztec, Huichol, Yaqui, and Hopi peoples, see Boyd, 156-160.
（25）　Zalenski (1985), 467-470. An annotated English translation of the treatise may be found in Gardiner (1989), 

135-148.
（26）　Zalenski (1985), 471. While the portion of this quotation that I have omitted is important for its reference 

to the Cistercian reform, it is not immediately relevant to my present argument̶hence the omission.
（27）　Zalenski (1985), 483-484.
（28）　Donald Gjertson’s Miraculous Retribution: A Study and Translation of T’ang Lin’s Ming-pao chi, published 

in 1989, still remains the definitive translation and, to my knowledge, the most in-depth study of both the 
text and its author, currently available in English. More recently, Ino Hiroko’s 伊野弘子 Meihōki zenshaku 冥
報記全釈, published in 2012, is a fully annotated translation of Mingbaoji into Japanese. The first chapter of 
Gjertson’s four-chapter study of the history, content, and reception of Tang Lin’s collection includes transla-
tions of some sixteen tales preserved in other similar collections compiled both before and after Mingbaoji, 
tales that have not been translated elsewhere, or are otherwise very difficult to find. His bibliography, 
though dated, is the best place to start for those interested in exploring the world of Chinese miracle tales.

（29）　Gjertson (1989), 42.
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（30）　Gjertson (1989), 46-47.
（31）　Nihon ryōiki, preface to book I; quoted also in Gjertson (1989), 47. The influence of Mingbaoji on Nihon 

ryōiki, and on later Japanese tale collections such as Konjaku monogatarishū 今昔物語集 (Collections of 
Tales Past and Present), has been discussed at length: see, for example, Gjertson (1989), 46-53; Katayose 
(1943), 353-354. It is an incontrovertible fact that Kyōkai relied on a number of Tang Lin’s tales, either 
directly from Mingbaoji or from second-hand redactions of these tales found in other sources, when compil-
ing his own collection. Nakamura (1997) clearly indicates in her footnotes which of Kyōkai’s tales are obvious 
adaptations of accounts found in Mingbaoji.

（32）　Gjertson (1989), 118 and 126.
（33）　The following tales in Tang Lin’s Mingbaoji are most relevant to the present discussion. Numbering is 

according to Gjertson (1989): I: 5 and 30; II: 5, 7, 16, 19, 24, and 25; III: 9, 22, 23, 26, 35, 36, and 37.
（34）　Gjertson (1989), 125, as well as endnote 24 on 147.
（35）　Chen (2013), 55-57. The text of Jinglü yixiang, compiled by Baochang 寶唱 (n.d., fl. first half of 5th century) 

and others, may be found in Taishō shinshū daizōkyō 大正新修大蔵経, volume 53, item no. 2121. The quota-
tions from Jingdu sanmeijing are to be found in fascicle 49 of this text.

（36）　Chen (2013), 60.
（37）　Jinglü yixiang, 259; Chen (2013), 75-76. Technically speaking, the word hell here should be replaced by pur-

gatory.
（38）　Chen (2013), 65-66.
（39）　Laozi zhongjing, 10-11; Chen (2013), 67.
（40）　Chen (2013), 62-65.
（41）　McClenon (1991), 327. Note that this translation is based on a Chinese translation of the Bhais.ajya-guru 

sutra entitled Yaoshi liuliguang rulai benyuan gongdejing 藥師琉璃光如來本願功德經, or Sutra Concerning 
the Virtuous Efficacy of the Original Vows Made by the Medicine Master, the Tathāgata of Lapis Lazuli 
Radiance, made by Xuanzang 玄蔵 (602-664) in the year 650. The text of Xuanzang’s translation may be 
found in Shōwa shinshū daizōkyō 正和新脩大藏經, volume 14, item no. 450.

（42）　Gjertson (1989), 120, as well as endnote 7 on 145, which will point the curious scholar to at least two tell-
ing examples of this phenomenon.

（43）　Mingbaoji II: “Sui daye keseng” 隋大業客僧, 18-19; Gjertson (1989), II: 13, 188-190.
（44）　Gjertson (1989), 135-136. I have modified the pinyin.
（45）　Mingbaoji III, “Tang Zhang Fayi” 唐張法義, 74-77; Gjertson (1989), III: 52, 256-259.
（46）　Mingbaoji II, “Tang Sui Renqian” 唐眭仁債, 26-29; Gjertson (1989), II: 19, 160-161. Incidentally, II: 19, like III: 

52, is one of the lengthier and more detailed tales found in Mingbaoji. A close reading of these two tales side 
by side is sure to yield a number of interesting findings.

（47）　Gjertson (1989), 137 and 143.
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